In a recent paper N. Dinculeanu and I. Kluvánek showed that any Baire measure with values in a locally convex topological vector space is regular. Their construction depended heavily on the regularity of nonnegative Baire measures. In the present paper, a proof of the regularity is given which holds at once for the nonnegative case and the vector case.
I. The literature contains an abundance of proofs of the regularity of Baire measures. However, many of them, such as the one found in [4] , require the proofs of a considerable number of preliminary lemmas before the actual theorem can be derived.
On the other hand, the proof of the regularity of vector-valued Baire measures found in [l] uses the regularity of positive Baire measures.
The following approach seems not only to require a minimum of machinery, but it also applies directly to the vector-valued measures considered in [l] .
II. Let T denote a locally compact Hausdorff space, A the Baire <r-ring of subsets of T, X a locally convex topological vector space whose topology is given by a family { | • |j,}Pep of seminorms, and m:A->X a (countably additive) Baire measure on T.
We say that m is regular at a set A EA provided that for each neighborhood V of OE-^ there is a compact set K~EA and an open set GEA, with KCACG, so that m(S)EV, for each SEA, SCG-K.
Such a pair (K, G) is said to be appropriate for (A, V). The measure m is said to be regular provided it is regular at each A EA.
For pEP, we consider the ^»-quasi-variation mp defined for every AEA by mp(A)= sup {\m(S)\P:SCA, SEA}.
Lemma. The p-quasi-variation is positive, increasing, countably subadditive, and mp(A)< 00 for each AEA. We are now able to prove the following theorem.
Theorem. Every Baire measure m:A-*X is regular.
Proof. Let C denote the class of sets of A for which m is regular. We shall prove that 6 coincides with A.
(a) 6 contains the compact G¡ sets. In fact, let Kbe a compact G¡ and let \G"} be a decreasing sequence of open Baire sets so that Gn\K. Let pÇzP, e>0, and V= V(p,e) be the open p -e-ball around 0£-X". Then mP(Gn -K)\0, and there is an N so that mp(Gif-K)<.e. Hence if .SÇA and 5 is contained in Gn-K, then mp(S)<e. Thus m(S) G V, and it follows that m is regular at K.
(b) 6 is a ring. Let Au A2£6, and suppose that V= V(p, e) is a neighborhood of 0£X. Let (Kit G¡) be appropriate for (Ai, V/2), i = l, 2. Then (K¿JK2, GAJGi) is appropriate for (Al\JAi, V). For if S£A and 5 is a subset of (G-^JG2) -(K~iUK2), then 5 can be written as S1WS2, Si£A, SiQGi-Ki, and S2C.G2 -K2. Therefore m(Si) +m(S2)EV, and AX\JA2^Q. In addition, it follows that (K~i -G2, G1-K2) is appropriate for Ai-A2. For
Therefore, if SGA and SCiGi-^-^-Gi), then S = S¿JS2f
where S1QG1-K1 and S2QG2-K2. Thus m(Si)+m(S2)E:V, and it follows that C is a ring.
(c) C is a monotone class of sets. In fact, suppose that \An\ is a decreasing sequence of sets in 6, and let A = f\An. Let V= V(p, e) be a neighborhood of OG-X" as above, and for each « choose an appropriate pair for (An, V/2^n+1)). By taking intersections, we can generate a sequence {(K¿, G")} so that, for each «, (Kn, Gn) is appropriate for (An, V/2), and each of the sequences \Kn] and {Gn\ is decreasing.
The set K = C\K" is compact, K belongs to A, and there is a positive integer N so that if « 2ï N, then mp(Kn-K) < e/2. Now if 5 is a subset of GN-K, then S = S¿ÜS2, 5¿GA, SjCGW-Xív, and S2<ZKN-K. Therefore m(S) =m(Si)-\-m(S2)E:V, and it follows that A^G.
By a dual argument, one can see that increasing sequences of elements of 6 also belong to C. Hence C is a monotone ring containing all the compact G¡ sets, and therefore C = A (see [4, Chapter l]).
Remark. As is proved in [l] , every Baire measure m:A->X can be uniquely extended to a regular Borel measure with values in the completion of X (see [l] for the definition of Baire and Borel sets).
Remark. In order to simultaneously include the case of unbounded positive Baire measures (hence the values would not lie in a locally convex space), one may consider the following slightly more general setting. Let A0 be the smallest ring and Ai the smallest 5-ring generated by the compact Gs subsets of T, let X be a locally convex space, and let m:Ai->X be a countably additive set function. As before, let C denote the class of all elements of Ax at which m is regular. By the argument above, it follows that C is a ring containing the compact Gs subsets of T and the intersection of a decreasing sequence of elements of 6 also belongs to 6. Furthermore, if \An\ is an increasing sequence of sets in 6 so that there is an ^4EAi so that \An\ñ^iEA, then U^"i A"EQ-Thus C is monotone with respect to Ai, and it follows that Ai = 6. To conclude, simply note that A is the collection of all countable unions from Ai.
